
Getting to Real Time Data with Echo
North Country Business Products has developed an app called Echo that delivers re-
al-time store data, dashboards, and reports through any mobile device, including Zebra 
mobile computers and tablets.

Use Echo to view data from multiple locations and even multiple POS systems, and it’s 
accessible on nearly any mobile device. Echo is also POS-agnostic, so you can use it 
with virtually any point-of-sale solution that you use across your stores.

Taking Your Next Step with Grocery Technology
Can you afford to do nothing?  At North Country Business Products, we make technology 
approachable. We make it easy for leading grocery stores to understand, evaluate, and 
implement the right innovations to optimize their grocery operations.

Grocery stores must embrace and adopt new technologies to remain competitive, gain efficiencies through automation and provide better customer experiences. 
North Country Business Products and Zebra Technologies have teamed up to help grocery stores technology-based solutions to drive business today and beyond.

More shoppers than ever before have experienced 
the convenience of curbside grocery pickup and 
home delivery. Consumers will continue to use and 
expect these options in the future. 

• Grocery store pickup has increased 62% in just 
one year.1

• The average grocery store curbside pickup order 
is worth $110.89, while Walmart and Target are 
both seeing average order values of over $100 for 
their curbside pickups as well.

Self-checkouts and self-service options give con-
sumers increased speed and convenience, and 
they should be a focal point of every store strategy. 
Grocery stores also gain significant benefits from the 
flexibility to reassign associates to other mission- 
critical tasks.

• 71% of consumers have used self-checkouts in 
supermarkets.2

• 73% of shoppers prefer retail self-service 
technologies over engaging with store associates.3

To keep up with today’s customer demands and 
create more efficient operations, grocery stores must 
modernize and rethink their point-of-sale systems. 

• Obstacles to speed and convenience must be 
removed from traditional checkouts.

• Grocery stores must upgrade their legacy and 
underperforming POS hardware and systems.

Mobile technologies are an increasingly vital strategy 
to help today’s grocery stores modernize and optimize 
their customer service, and recent trends underscore 
this importance.

• 73% of store associates believe shoppers have a 
better experience associates can use the latest 
technology to assist them.

• 58% of shoppers agree that they have better 
experiences when associates can use the latest 
technology to assist them.4

Another key to modernizing today’s grocery store and 
improving efficiency and customer service is having 
real-time store data at your fingertips. Grocers need 
use real-time data and reporting to stay on top of 
everything that’s happening in their stores.

Before COVID-19, most grocery stores never imagined 
they would suddenly be confronting a major threat to 
the health and safety of their workers and customers. 
But keeping staff and customers safe is another area 
where technology can play a crucial role by helping to 
prevent infection and save lives.
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Use Technology to Prepare Your Stores for the Future:
Create a Winning Strategy while adapting to changing customer needs  

North Country Business Products and Zebra provide 
a complete portfolio of mobile technologies and solutions to help 
grocery stores mobilize and automate more of their processes and 
equip their associates with the best tools for superior productivity 
and customer service.

• Mobile computers help associates manage stock, find products in the 
store, and help with curbside order pickup or online grocery orders.

• Mobile computers also help automate store processes for better 
efficiency.

• With mobile printers, store associates can label products and update 
pricing faster and more efficiently.

• Some stores also use mobile technologies to set up temporary points 
of sale for line-busting.

Contact us now to schedule a discovery call and learn more about how to turn technology 
into a winning business strategy for your stores.
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